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We study the formation of micron-sized spark discharges in high-pressure xenon on the nanosecond time
scale. The spark’s energy per length is measured through the expansion dynamics of the generated shock
wave, and is observed to scale linearly with the spark radius. At the same time, the surface temperature of
the spark channel remains constant. Together, these observations allow us to conclude that the spark
channel, up to 40 μm in overall radius, is actually an energetically hollow shell about 20 μm thick. Further,
the energy per nucleus in the shell is about 15 eV, independent of size and density. To reconcile these
findings with the opacity to visible light, we appeal to collective screening processes that dramatically
lower the effective ionization potential, allowing a much higher electron density than is otherwise expected.
Thus, nanosecond measurements of sparks provide access to the thermodynamics and kinetics of strongly
correlated plasmas.
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Examples of systems that become dense plasmas when
driven off equilibrium are high-voltage electrical break-
down (spark discharges [1]), ultrafast laser breakdown [2],
adiabatic heating of gases in shock fronts [3,4], and bubble
implosions (sonoluminescence [5]). As these systems are
driven harder, their brightness is observed to saturate. This
luminosity saturation, first recognized by Glaser [6,7],
exists over a wide range of parameter space. Although
this phenomenon has been known for over 60 years, its
explanation is still in contention [8,9]. Attempts to find the
thermodynamic and kinetic origins of this effect are
shrouded by the simultaneous onset of opacity at unexpect-
edly low temperatures and energy inputs. We use the
acoustic and hydrodynamic response of the dense plasma
expansion to peek inside of dense xenon (Xe) sparks that are
formed in a nanosecond—fast compared to hydrodynamic
time scales. We find that the spark current flows in a shell
structure where the energy per atom is a constant, indepen-
dent of both the absorbed energy (or spark diameter) and the
initial density. Furthermore, the surface temperature remains
constant for 25 ns, a period much longer than the energy
input time. The opacity established in under 1 ns is due to
processes that strongly reduce the ionization potential. The
experimental techniques presented in this Letter enable
ultrafast measurements spanning isochoric to steady-state
time scales, and establish a unified set of data for energetics,
potential lowering, electronic screening, and hydrodynamic
motion. Dense plasmas in the parameter space described
here are useful as ultraviolet sources, rapid optical switches
with broadband functionality extending to the ultraviolet,
and precision discharge machining tools.
Luminosity saturates at a brightness corresponding to

blackbody emission at a gas-dependent temperature Tsat.
The saturation occurs in both time and space as shown by
the streak image in Fig. 1(a). The image was taken along a

radial cross section [streak slit indicated in Fig. 2(a)] for a
spark discharge in 42 bar xenon. In Fig. 1(c), a temporal
lineout centered on the spark channel shows that the gas
breakdown process forms in < 1 ns with a rapidly rising
intensity indicated at t ¼ 0 ns. The luminosity saturates at

FIG. 1. Time-resolved radial cross section of a spark discharge
in 42 bar (a) and 10 bar (b) Xe. In (b), a backlight renders the
emitted shock wave visible. Temporal (c) and radial (d) lineouts,
whose position is indicated by the green dotted lines in (a), reveal
brightness saturation occurring both in time and space. A weak
femtosecond laser pulse initiates the discharge, indicated by
emission at−8 ns in (a) and (c). The red-dashed curve in (d) is the
best-fit super-Gaussian.
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5� 0.5 μW=nm μm2 within the first nanosecond and con-
tinues for 20–25 ns. During this time, the luminous profile
[Fig. 1(d)] is well fit to a flattop function (super-Gaussian),
indicating saturation in space as well.
Hydrodynamic analysis of Fig. 1 is the basis for insights

regarding the interior of the blackbody emitter. This image
was taken with a Hamamatsu streak camera aligned to a
10× long-range Mitutoyo microscope objective as shown
in Fig. 2(b). A 550 nm bandpass filter (10 nm bandwidth)
was placed between the objective and streak camera, whose
spectral intensity was cross-calibrated with the fiber spec-
trometer system [Fig. 2(b)]. Details of the pressure chamber
and electrical circuit used to generate the discharges can be
found elsewhere [10]. Briefly, spark discharges were
generated in a stainless-steel pressure chamber between
80 μm diameter tungsten needles that were dulled through
a series of spark discharges. A coaxial cable attached to the
electrodes through a feedthrough in the chamber walls was
charged to 5 kV through a 250 Ω isolation resistor. In
contrast to [10] where a fast-rise-time switch was used to
charge the cable to a voltage surpassing the breakdown
threshold, here the gap length is increased so that the
potential stays below threshold. The breakdown is then
initiated with a weak (< μJ) femtosecond laser pulse
focused between the electrodes. This represents a significant
advance in spark triggering that lowers timing jitter by over

an order of magnitude and makes possible ultrafast mea-
surements on the micron scale.
Importantly, the luminosity-saturated sparks we present

are in a different regime than those considered by others
[6,7], and particularly Yusupaliev, whose brightness-
saturation theory [11] assumes that power continues to
drive the system well after the hydrodynamic shock wave
has formed. In contrast, we consider sparks whose energy
source has been exhausted before hydrodynamic expansion
even begins, and therefore the atomic density remains equal
to the ambient. We achieved this regime by relying purely
on the capacitive energy stored within our drive cable and
the parasitics of the chamber, which discharge quickly.
There remains an opportunity for a luminosity-saturation
theory on such rapid time scales.
A key feature of the luminosity saturation regime is the

blackbody nature of the plasma emission. The flattop radial
profile observed in Fig. 1(d) is suggestive of this, as a
blackbody is a Lambertian radiator. To confirm the presence
of blackbody radiation and the gas-dependentTsat, calibrated,
time-resolved spectra were obtained for xenon spark dis-
charges. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows a spectrum taken at 3 ns
matching a 29 000 K blackbody, in agreement with
previous studies of xenon discharges [12,13]. Along with
increasing power input, Tsat can also be reached by increas-
ing gas pressure as long as the power input is above a
minimum value [14]. Figure 3 demonstrates this trend as the
spectral intensity reaches its limiting value between 10 and
20 bar. The spectrum was acquired with a fiber-coupled
intensified charge-coupled device spectrometer (Princeton
Instruments), where individual spark emission spectra were
recorded in 1 ns exposures, averaged, and reconstructed as a
function of discharge time. The spectra were then divided by
their averaged plasma dimensions from corresponding streak

FIG. 2. Block diagram (b) of the system used to study spark
discharges in 10–42 bar Xe. (a) is a time-integrated photograph of
a single spark event in 20 bar Xe as captured by CCD1. The
pressure chamber contains two 80 μm diameter tungsten needles
held 170 μm apart perpendicular to the plane of the block
diagram, as seen as silhouettes in (a) and charged to 5 kV.
CCD1 and CCD2 are used for alignment and diagnostics.
Subnanosecond dynamics are resolved by the streak camera
(Fig. 1), which images a 6 μm band across the spark width,
indicated as streak slit in (a).

FIG. 3. Absolute spectral intensity of Xe discharges at 3 ns for
various static pressures. Spectral saturation throughout the
measured spectrum occurs for pressures > 10 bar and is well
fit to a 29 000 K blackbody spectrum (dotted). Simulated spectra
(dashed) at 20 bar were calculated for various levels of ionization
(Z ¼ 0.3 and 2) using Eq. (7) at Tsat ¼ 29000 K and l ¼ 40 μm.
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images and electrode separation. The spectrometer system
was calibrated to an uncertainty of 10% using deuterium and
tungsten sources, limiting the blackbody fitting parameters to
only temperature and allowing quantitative radiative analysis.
Fitting radial lineouts to a super-Gaussian function

IðxÞ ¼ I0 exp f−2j½ðx − x0=σÞ�njg at each time point
[red-dashed curve in Fig. 1(d)] provides the spark channel
radius (half-width-at-half-max) over time (Fig. 4). The
spark expansion dynamics can be categorized into four
temporal phases referenced to the onset of light emission.
(1) Leader phase (t < 0 ns)—This is the earliest phase of
the discharge where seed ions created from the weak
femtosecond laser pulse [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)] migrate and
collide with the cathode. Once the secondary emission
initiates a cascade, a plasma leader races across the electrode
gap, and a luminous spark channel becomes visible [15].
Explosive electron emission [16] represents a possible
mechanism for the initial cascade, as suggested by the
cathode’s micron-scale radius of curvature, the small
material removal after discharge (∼1 nm=shot), the nano-
second delay before light emission, and the high electric
field and current density. (2) Ionization wave phase
(0 < t < 3 ns)—Once the spark leader has bridged the
electrodes, the channel diameter grows rapidly as circuit
energy pours into heating and creating a larger plasma. This
phase is likely an ionization wave front, considering the
fast expansion speed (> 5 μm=ns) and the absence of a
radiated shock front subsequent to its rapid deceleration
around 3 ns. During this phase, the plasma reaches Tsat.
(3) Hydrodynamic phase (3 < t < 25 ns)—Additional
heating is limited by the small stray circuit capacitance
and the sharply dropping plasma resistance. Once power
input has ended, the channel undergoes a hydrodynamic
expansion near the speed of sound of a 29 000 K xenon
plasma. This phase endswhen the plasma size is so large that
the initial energy input can no longer sustain the expansion,
ending with a radiated shock wave [Fig. 1(b)]. (4) Cooling
phase (t > 25 ns)—Lasting 100s of nanoseconds, this phase
represents the spark’s death as the plasma cools off from Tsat
to room temperature. During this phase, the plasma becomes
dilute and optically thin. We find that the dynamics of the
spark channel radius between 3 and 25 ns (Fig. 4) are well
described by the function,

RðtÞ ¼ A exp

�
−
t
τ

�
þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
Bt

p
: ð1Þ

The second term captures the asymptotic behavior of a
cylindrical shock as expected from the Sedov-Taylor self-
similar solution [17,18], which assumes the initial energy
input is a delta function in time and the shock radius is much
larger than the initial radius. Because the channel resistance
drops rapidly, the vast majority of the energy deposition
occurs in the first nanosecond. The initially rapid expansion
of the channel diameter slows dramatically when the power

input becomes negligible, as seen between 2 and 4 ns in the
velocity curves of Fig. 4. Further expansion is driven by
hydrodynamics rather than ionization, and the velocity
flattens out at around the speed of sound. Additional
evidence that further energy input is negligible is provided
by the observation that changing the charging cable length
does not affect the channel dynamics. We empirically insert
the exponential term to account for the shock acceleration,
and fit the radius-time curves during the hydrodynamic
phase (3–25 ns) to Eq. (1) to extract the best-fit parametersA,
τ and B. We have also observed the shock postseparation
with the use of a backlight [Fig. 1(b)], and find that it
continues to follow the

ffiffi
t

p
expansion until the radius

becomes comparable to the electrode distance, after which
the shock becomes spherical.
Unit analysis and self-similar theory give the square of

the coefficient B as being proportional to the energy per
length E=L, over the mass density ρ ¼ n0MXe, with the
proportionality constant being a function of the adiabatic
index γ [17,18],

B2 ¼
�
4

π

ðγ − 1Þðγ þ 1Þ2
3γ − 1

�
E
Lρ

¼ fðγÞ πR
2
0ϵ̄

MXe
; ð2Þ

where ϵ̄ ¼ 2

R2
0

Z
R0

0

ϵðrÞrdr ð3Þ

is the spatial average of the energy per nucleus ϵðrÞ, over
the initial radius R0, n0 is the initial atomic density, and
MXe is the atomic mass of xenon. R0 is the radius of the
spark channel after the majority of the energy has been
deposited, i.e., after the ionization wave phase, but before

FIG. 4. Plasma radius (solid) and velocity (dashed) as a
function of time for 20 and 42 bar discharges. Discharge sizes
varied from shot to shot within the range indicated by the shaded
regions bounding the radius curves. The radial expansion is fit
(black) to Eq. (1) between 3 and 25 ns. A shock wave is released
from the plasma surface between 20 and 25 ns as indicated in
the shaded region. The plasma velocity is shown norma-
lized to the isothermal speed of sound of a 29 000 K gas
(cs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTsat=MXe

p ¼ 1.36 μm=ns).
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the hydrodynamic expansion begins. This occurs at
t ¼ 4ð3Þ ns for 20(42) bar, as that is when the velocity
of the early, rapid expansion has dropped to approximately
the speed of sound [19], and flattens off (Fig. 4). We use
the shock wave asymptotic dynamics to obtain the energy
absorbed by the spark, and then assign that energy to the
number of particles in the initial channel volume. At 3 ns,
the channel density is assumed uniform and equal to the
ambient density, as sound in a 29 000 K ideal gas of particle
mass MXe travels a distance that is small compared to the
channel radius during that time.
Variations in R0 occur naturally from shot to shot.

Figure 5(a) is a scatter plot of B2MXe ∝ E=Ln0 vs R0

for individual sparks in 20 and 42 bar xenon, all at 5 kVand
170 μm electrode distance. From this plot, we find that

E
Ln0

∝ B2MXe ¼ KðR0 − RminÞ; ð4Þ

with K ¼ 870ð830Þ � 25ð30Þ eV μm and Rmin ¼ 10ð9Þ �
1ð1Þ μm for 20(42) bar. Remarkably, B2MXe is linear in
R0 and density independent within experimental error.
The spark brightness vs initial radius shown in Fig. 5(b)
emphasizes that the surface temperature, and by extension
the energy per nucleus at the surface, is independent of the
spark size in the brightness-saturation regime.
These results considerably restrict models of the internal

structure of the spark channel at the end of the ionization
wave phase (∼3 ns), after the energy has been deposited,
but before hydrodynamic expansion has begun. The sim-
plest consistent model is a shell structure with an ener-
getically hollow core, and constant energy per nucleus ϵ0
within a shell of thickness Δ, i.e.,

ϵðrÞ ¼
�
ϵ0 R0 − Δ < r < R0

0 otherwise
; ð5Þ

and

ϵ̄ ¼ 2Δϵ0
R2
0

�
R0 −

Δ
2

�
: ð6Þ

Comparing Eqs. (2) and (4) with Eq. (6) yields the
shell thickness Δ ¼ 2Rmin and energy per nucleus
ϵ0 ¼ K=4πfðγÞRmin, which is independent of R0 as
required for consistency with Fig. 5(a). Such a structure
might arise when a moderately conducting spark leader
bridges the electrode gap, followed by a rush of current that
is confined within an electrical skin depth. Heating within
the skin depth increases the conductivity of the shell
relative to the rest of the channel, so that the shell draws
the majority of the current density. At later times, this shell
can spread inwards due to thermal conduction and radiation
transport. Although γ is not strictly a fixed quantity, it is
typically treated as a constant value of ∼1.2 (consistent

with two levels of ionization) for spark discharges and
dense plasmas [1,17,20–22]. With this value of γ, the linear
fit coefficients yield ϵ0¼14.4ð15.3Þ�1.3ð1.2ÞeV=nucleus
for 20(42) bar discharges.
To better understand these observations, it is necessary to

consider the state of matter associated with the initial spark
plasma. In this dense regime, screening effects and inter-
particle forces are dominant and can lead to unexpectedly
high levels of ionization [1,2,9,20,23]. To determine
whether this plasma is strongly ionized, the electron density
can be estimated using the requirements for opacity
[1,2,24,25]. The absolute spectral intensity Iλ at wave-
length λ can be calculated using [26]

Iλ ¼ Ipð1 − RÞ 1 − exp ð−κλlÞ
1 −R exp ð−κλlÞ

; ð7Þ

where Ip is the Planck spectrum at Tsat, R is the plasma
reflectivity, l ¼ 2Δ is the plasma thickness, and
κλðTsat; n0; ZÞ is the absorption coefficient, where Z is
the ionization level. Using the plasma conditions for 20 bar
at 3 ns (Tsat ¼ 29000 K and l ¼ 40 μm) and the free-free
bremsstrahlung formula for κλ [24] with dense screening
corrections [27], two levels of ionization are required to
match the observed spectrum (Fig. 3). In contrast, the
ionization calculated using Saha’s equation in the dilute
limit gives Z ¼ 0.3 and cannot reproduce the plasma
opacity. The high level of ionization potential reduction
required is estimated by comparing the energy to ionize and
heat these free electrons with ϵ0 ¼ 15 eV=nucleus. Using

FIG. 5. Scatter plots of (a) B2MXe and (b) the brightness of the
spark channel vs the initial plasma radius for individual dis-
charges at 20 and 40 bar. B2MXe is proportional to ðR0 − RminÞ
and is pressure independent, while the surface brightness is
independent of both spark size and pressure.
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Z ¼ 2, the thermal energy is 3
2
ðZþ1ÞkTsat¼11eV=nucleus.

The vacuum ionization energy is
P

Z
i¼1 χi ¼ 33 eV, giving

a total of 44 eV=nucleus. Therefore, a dramatic reduction
in the ionization potential must occur. Although formu-
lated in a perturbative limit, the Debye screening formula
suggests significant ionization potential lowering given by
χD ¼ −3e2=δD, where δD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kT=24πe2n0

p
is the Debye

length and all atoms are assumed doubly ionized [17]. For
the parameters given above,Δχ ¼ −20 eV/nucleus, leaving
a significantly lowered total energy of 24 eV=nucleus.
Our measurement of ionization potential lowering makes

this system a platform for studying the equations of state
and transport properties of strongly correlated plasmas. The
plasma studied in this Letter is a robust state of matter, as
the saturation temperature and opacity is maintained long
after the input energy has ceased. Further study of dense
plasmas on rapid time scales will lead to discoveries of
exotic phases of gaseous Coulombic systems that parallel
unusual phases seen in liquid electrolytes [28] as a result of
strong screening [29]. Because of its opacity, the screened
plasma phase generated by spark discharges makes an
excellent subnanosecond means of switching off ultraviolet
probes, so as to make improved measurements for the state
of trapped ion qubits [30,31]. Other unexpected properties
and applications of condensed plasmas remain to be
discovered.
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